NOTICE OF REGULAR MEETING
Park Board of Trustees of the City of Galveston
Tourism Development Advisory Committee
Tuesday, May 21, 2019 at 9:00 a.m.
Park Board Plaza, Board Room - First Floor
601 Tremont Street, Galveston, Texas 77550
I. Call Meeting To Order
II. Pledge Of Allegiance
III. Roll Call And Declaration Of A Quorum
IV. Conflict Of Interest Declarations
V. Requests To Address The Committee
The public shall be allowed to address the Committee regarding one or more agenda or nonagenda items. All requests to address the Committee must be submitted in writing to the
Committee Reporter the day of the Committee meeting. Each person shall be limited to three
(3) minutes regardless of the number of items addressed.
VI. Discuss And Consider Approval Of Meeting Minutes
Documents:
APRIL 16, 2019 TOURISM DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MINUTES.PDF
VII. Discuss Recommendations To The Park Board Of Trustees Regarding Opportunities To
Leverage Port Of Galveston Masterplan For Cruise Tourism (Kelly De Schaun, 30 Minutes)
Documents:
MASTER PLAN OVERVIEW.PDF
VIII. Consider Programs And Activities Related To Tourism Promotion And Management That
The Park Board Of Trustees Should Actively Engage With Vision Galveston On As Part Of
The Community Comprehensive Plan (Kelly De Schaun, 20 Minutes)
Documents:
VISION.GALVESTON_.PDF
IX. Monthly Convention & Visitors Bureau (CVB) Reports
X. Future Agenda Items
XI. Announcements
XII. Next Tourism Development Advisory Committee (TDAC) Scheduled Meeting - June 18, 2019
XIII. Adjournment

X. Future Agenda Items
XI. Announcements
XII. Next Tourism Development Advisory Committee (TDAC) Scheduled Meeting - June 18, 2019
XIII. Adjournment
I certify that the above Notice of Meeting was posted in a place convenient to the public, in accordance with Chapter
551 of the Texas government Code, on or before May 17, 2019, 5:00 p.m.
Approved
to Format
Maureen Patton
Chair, TDAC
Board Executive Director

Approved
Spencer Priest
Chair, Park Board of Trustees

Approved as
Kelly de Schaun
Park

Please Note Members of the City Council may be attending and participating in the discussion.
In accordance with the provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), persons in need of a special accommodation
to participate in this proceeding shall, within three (3) days prior to any proceeding, contact the Park Board Administration
Office, 601 Tremont, Galveston Texas 77550 (409 - 797 - 5147)
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Park Board of Trustees of the City of Galveston
Tourism Development Advisory Committee Regular Meeting
601 Tremont Street, Galveston, Texas 77550

4/16/2019 - Minutes
I. Call Meeting To Order
he Tourism Development Advisory Committee meeting was called to an order at 9:00 AM.
II. Pledge Of Allegiance
The Pledge was recited by those present.
III. Roll Call And Declaration Of A Quorum
The Roll was called, a majority of the members were present and a Quorum was declared.
TDAC Members Present: Will Wright, John Zendt, Jan Collier, Claire Reiswerg, Patty Rouse, Willis Ghandi, Leon Garrison, Ken
Friesen, Denise Alexander, Snae Cantrell, Gina Spagnola (9:09 AM), Barbara Sanderson, and Ted O'Rourke.
TDAC Members Absent: Maureen Patton, Steve De Felice, Trey Click, Joan Marshall, Ron Sutula and Lisa Shaw.
Staff Present: Bryan Kunz, Melody Smith, Kimberly Danesi, Anna Lopez and Mary Beth Bassett.
Guest Present: Lee Roane and Hannah Ricketts.
IV. Conflict Of Interest Declarations
There were no conflict of interests declared.
V. Requests To Address The Committee
There were no requests made to address the committee.
VI. Discuss And Consider Approval Of Meeting Minutes
Motion: John Zendt made a motion to approve February 19, 2019 meeting minutes.
Second: Patty Rouse second the motion.
Vote: Unanimous (12-0 Gina Spagnola was not present for the motion.)
VII. Update On Chief Tourism Officer Search (Melody Smith, 10 Minutes)
Kimberly Danesi gave the committee an update on the Chief Tourism Officer search results. Search Wide, the employment
recruiters hired to search for the position, presented ten candidates to Ms. De Schaun and Danesi. They have narrowed the ten
to five candidates. The five will be interviewed by a panel in late April and May with the goal to have the position filled in the
month of June.
VIII. Update On Spring Break (Bryan Kunz, 15 Minutes)
Mr. Kunz presented to the committee the 2019 Spring Break hotel data results. The first two weeks were down from last year
and has been down for the past five years. The committee discussed possible future events to increase occupancy for Spring
Break.
IX. Update On Tourism Market Research Study (Shannon Gray, 20 Minutes)
Shannon Gray with Gray Research Solutions gave a mid-year update on market research study. She including lodging trends,
visitor intercept, lodging survey and attraction survey results to-date and presented the digital qualitative study outline being
done in May.
X. Update On Boating And Fishing Taskforce (Bryan Kunz, 10 Minutes)
Bryan Kunz updated the committee on the efforts made by the Boating/Fishing Taskforce. The taskforce has accomplished
multiple tournaments, filming productions, photo shoots for Houston Family Magazine and hosted an outdoor writing FAM. The
works in progress include posting and promoting fishing blogs and working to secure a new water sports event. The taskforce
will continue to work to achieve getting Galveston known as a fishingand boating destination.
https://www.galvestonparkboard.org/AgendaCenter/GenerateMinutesFile?id=181&agendaID=382
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XI. Monthly Convention & Visitors Bureau (CVB) Reports
Mr. Zendt asked a question about the combined leads which show a decline and it was explained that due to the lack of
participation with See Texas First and AAA the numbers have in fact gone down.
XII. Future Agenda Items
There were no future agenda items suggested.
XIII. Announcements
The committee members gave updates on their upcoming events.
XIV. Next Tourism Development Advisory Committee (TDAC) Scheduled Meeting - May 21, 2019
XV. Adjournment
Meeting adjourned 10:02 AM

https://www.galvestonparkboard.org/AgendaCenter/GenerateMinutesFile?id=181&agendaID=382
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Agenda Item VII: Discuss Recommendations to the Park Board of Trustees regarding Opportunities to
leverage Port of Galveston Masterplan for Cruise Tourism
The Port of Galveston engaged Bermello Ajamil & Partners to create a “Master Plan” for the Port. The
objectives of the Master Plan are as follows:
•
•

•
•

Promote the development and growth of the Port by establishing a long-term vision, creating
land use principles, and prioritizing capital investments for Port facilities and operations.
Adapt Port policies, operations, facilities and infrastructure to changing technology, cargo
trends, regulations, natural and man-made disaster resiliency, and competition from other U.S.
and foreign seaports.
Integrate economic, engineering, environmental and community considerations into the Port
process for evaluating the impact of development projects and growth scenarios.
Create a roadmap for future port development that is consistent with federal, state, and city
laws, with the primary mission of increasing waterborne trade and commerce.

On February 26, 2019 a draft version of the plan was presented. A full copy of that presentation is
attached to the agenda email for TDAC, but is not included in the pack due to its size. The Port also hosted
an open house and feedback sessions to garner comments back from the community about the plan.
There are three developmental thrusts; commercial (office, housing and retail), cruise and cargo.
Plan assumptions as relative to Cruise in plan are presented as:
•

40% of embarking passengers spend one or more nights in the Port. The report quotes $137.00
per passenger spend, with highest revenues generated for retail ($49.32), restaurants ($45.21)
and accommodations ($42.47)

These assumptions underscore the following projections for commercial development plans,
•

$137.00 per passenger X 100% unique visitors (923,000) will generate $126,4512,000 onshore
spend by cruisers by 2030.

Driving the following recommendations for buildout at the Port:
•
•
•

1,061 additional hotel rooms,
92,731 additional sq. ft. of restaurants and bars,
130,064 additional sq. ft. of retail.

The important trends in cruise travel are identified in the study as;
•
•
•
•

Cruise passengers will grow from 1.935 million in 2018 to 3,781 million by 2030.
1.85 million additional passengers will be seen globally over the next 11 years,
Cruise ships are increasing in berth and passenger capacity, increasing from 1,427 average
passengers per ship in 1999 to 4,350 average passengers per ship in 2019.
The Caribbean region is the largest product market for cruise ships, representing 38.4% of the
total product offering- compared to the next most popular product which captures 15.1 (Asia/
Pacific) of the total market.

•

Carnival and RCCL brands represent 65% of the total market offering.

Based on these trends, and Galveston’s proximity to the Caribbean market, the initial draft plan calls for
– as a ‘high scenario’- 5 – 6 berths over 20 years.
The Port is currently seeking feedback on the plan and the Trustees have asked TDAC to consider
recommendations regarding the plan.
Comments are sought regarding;
•
•
•
•

Recommended measurements to evaluate the impact/ success of cruisers,
Opportunities to leverage cruise investments for existing tourism industry,
Threats or challenges of cruise tourism to the existing tourism industry,
Means by which to effectively market to a national market for pre- and post cruises.

Additional Resources Provided:
•
•
•
•
•

CVB Presentation on current marketing and public relations efforts,
Galvestonian resident letter to Park Board on needed cruise efforts,
Communication to Port on initial Feedback,
Economic Impact data on Cruisers,
GDN Article on League City vision for increase accommodations for cruisers.

Galveston Island Convention
& Visitors Bureau

Cruise Marketing

CVB Cruise Sales/Marketing
➢ Travel agent presentations in Houston, Austin, Dallas,/Ft. Worth and
San Antonio
➢ Partner with Carnival, Royal Caribbean and Disney Sales Teams in
joint presentations
➢ Attend CLIA 360, Seatrade, AMEX Cruise Planners and Cruise World

➢ Attend Monthly Travel Agent/Group Planner Ship Inspections
➢ Hosted Two CLIA trainings in Galveston
➢ Hosted Carnival and Royal Caribbean Sales Team FAM

Carnival Sales Team FAM

CVB Cruise Marketing
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Digital Banners on TripAdvisor, CruiseCritic
Print ad in Vacations Magazine
Print ad in Carnival in-cabin reference guide
Cruise Section in Official Destination Guide and Pocket Guide
Cruise Section on galveston.com
Cruise Section on galveston.com TV
Travel Agent Contests with VacationsToGo and AAA
Created Maps and Signage for Cruise Terminals
Co-sponsored Mural at 25th and Harborside
Social Media Campaigns

Digital Banners

➢ Digital Banners on
CruiseCritic,
TripAdvisor and Top
Lifestyle, Travel &
News Websites
➢ Designed unique
landing page

Digital Banner Screenshot

Digital Banner Screenshot

Official Destination Guide

Visitor Guide

Shore Excursion Flyer

Cruise Delay Flyer

CVB Social Reach
294K Likes
17.3K Followers
1.5K Followers
36.4K Followers
718K Video Views

CVB PR Efforts
➢ Host Travel Writer Familiarization Trips
➢ Partner with Carnival and RCCL on New Ship Arrivals

➢ Partner with Texas Tourism on National Media Missions
➢ Conduct Quarterly Media Missions to Dallas, Austin & San Antonio
➢ Pitch Regional and National Outlets on Cruising from Galveston

Sample PR Pitch Headlines

➢ Port of Galveston to Offer New Cruise Schedules Beginning in
Spring 2019
➢ Galveston Home to 4th Busiest Cruise Port in U.S
➢ Extend Your Vacation with Pre- or Post-Cruise Fun in Galveston

CVB PR Efforts

2016-2018 CVB PR Results
✓ Secured 15 Stories
✓ Reached 7.3M
✓ Publicity Value of $394K

CVB PR Efforts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AAA Texas Journey
Porthole Cruise Magazine
Lawrence Magazine
Group Tour Magazine
Cruise Critic
Cruise Radio
The Idle American (Syndicated Column in 150 Texas Newspapers)
Canada.com (Writer on Canada Media Mission)
The Province (Writer on Canada Media Mission)
Cruise Radio
Play Party Plan (Blog)
Cruzely
Texas Heritage
AAA Southern Traveler
Cruise Travel Magazine

CVB PR Efforts
LAWRENCE MAGAZINE (Kansas City)
➢ From Susan Kraus, who attended
a travel writer FAM
“I came to Galveston with few expectations, just wanting
to enjoy what I could for a few days before boarding a
ship to cruise down to Belize and Honduras. It was to be a
prequel to the “real” vacation. But, in the end, it was
Galveston that turned out to be my most memorable port
of call.”

CVB Arrival Data

CVB Cruise Arrival Data
TOP 10 ORIGIN MARKET
Houston
Dallas/Fort Worth
San Antonio
Austin-Tx
Waco/Temple/Bryan
Oklahoma City
Beaumont/Port Arthur
Tulsa
Tyler/Longview/Lufkin/Nacogdoches
Little Rock/Pine Bluff

26%
20%
7%
5%
4%
4%
3%
2%
1%
1%

CVB Cruise Arrival Data
0.04

0.035

0.03

0.025

296.3%
0.02

109.3%

182.22%

0.015

67.88%

0.01

0.005

0

AJR Media

TripAdvisor
Control Arrival Rate

Culture Map
Target Arrival Rate

Cruise Critic

Partnership Opportunities
➢ Negotiation of Co-Op Marketing Campaign with Cruise Lines
➢ Enhance “Home Port” Marketing on Cruise Line Websites

➢ Add Galveston Information to Weather Delay Cruise Notification
➢ Ability to Promote Galveston Inside Cruise Terminals
➢ Develop Ongoing Push Marketing Campaign to Cruise Passengers
➢ Provide Transportation From Terminals to Key Points of Interest
➢ Contract with Cruise Lines to Depart Mid-Week

STR Report Occupancy

Day of the Week Occupancy
86%

90%
76%

80%
70%
60%

55%

51%

55%

57%

59%

Wed

Thu

50%
40%
30%
Sun

Mon

Tue

Fri

Sat

ANY QUESTIONS?

Anna Lopez
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kelly De Schaun
Friday, May 17, 2019 2:53 PM
Anna Lopez
FW: Feedback on Port of Galveston master plan, Cruise component
CVB Cruise Marketing Feb 2019.pdf; 2017 Economic Impact of Tourism - Cruise Related.pdf; 2016
Economic Impact of Tourism on Galveston Island - Cruise Related.pdf; 2015 Economic Impact of
Tourism on Galveston Island - Cruise Related.pdf; Copy of 2011-2018STR_DATA.xls;
GalvestonCruiseAnalysis-V3.pptx; GDN.Article..pdf

From: Kelly De Schaun
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2019 12:42 PM
To: 'Roger Rees' <rrees@portofgalveston.com>
Cc: Albert P. Shannon <ashannon@portofgalveston.com>; 'Ted ORourke' <ted_orourke20@hotmail.com>; Chair Chair
<chair@galvestonparkboard.org>; Maureen M. Patton <mpatton@thegrand.com>
Subject: Feedback on Port of Galveston master plan, Cruise component

Dear Roger,
Congratulations on your recent milestone of presenting a vision for the Port of Galveston. The consultants have done an
excellent job of identifying the opportunities available to the Port due to our strategic position relative to the cruise
industry’s primary destination and the significant programmed increase in berth capacities by the cruise companies over
the next several years. While the plan purportedly generates much needed revenue streams to support further
development of cargo at the Port, it has significant marginalities that must be addressed. More business is not always
‘better business’ and not all business is of equal value. The task I believe you have before you now is to tailor this plan
to the needs of the Port AND the local community, including the on island tourism community‐ so that it builds on
existing efforts. The public presentation and feedback forums were undoubtedly the first step in this process and I
appreciate your efforts to educate us and the public regarding the proposals.
The purpose of this communication is to provide you formal feedback on the plan as it intersects with our own vision of
tourism for the island. This initial feedback is based on our limited understanding of the details of the plan and
numerous years of prior experience in working to leverage the existing cruise business to the benefit of our local
economy. I trust you will share these comments with the consultants and my hope is that it starts a larger
conversation. We are available to share more insight with your consultants as needed. For their benefit, I have included
the presentation we made recently to the cruise committee and Wharves Board which outlines our current marketing
investments, success and challenges. (CVB Cruise Marketing Feb 2019) My comments are organized into four broad
categories; current tourism development strategies, impacts or indicators for tourism/ cruise tourism, marketing
challenges and opportunities, and design needs.
Park Board Tourism Strategy, Efforts and Challenges
Current tourism marketing strategies as defined by the Park Board of Trustees are:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

Own Texas (stimulate increased visitation from regional Texas markets),
Increase non‐peak visitation ( stimulate visitation outside of summer and weekends)
Focus marketing and product development on cultural and historic assets, and
Leverage pre and post cruise visitation.
1

Progress towards these goals is evaluated by indicators that we monitor and report. Generally speaking, the health of
our tourism economy is not only qualified by the volume of visitors, but as well, the distribution of visitors over the year
(with an emphasis on increasing visitation in shoulder months, not summer months), visitor spend per type of visitor,
length of stay in destination, number of points of interest visited on the island and visitor engagement (as defined by
market intercept studies and social media engagement).
Our mid to long term goal is build brand awareness of Galveston as a nationally recognized historic, coastal destination
based on our cultural, historic and environmental assets. We believe the Port has a vital role in helping to achieve this
national position.
In regards to development of tourism related services, we have been advocating for 1.) creation of an in‐bound tour
operator who will package and deliver local excursion packages, 2.) investment in full service hotel properties, 3.) a
supply side study on all accommodations to understand the increase in limited service facilities and vacation rentals, 4.)
investment in recreational fishing and boating facilities, 4.) investment in entertainment attractions and facilities for
teenage to young adults, 5.) wayfinding and beautification, 6.) increased availability of public transportation and means
by which to move visitors around the island without personal automobiles.
The complaints we most often hear from community and residents regarding tourism are; traffic congestion (especially
on weekends), interference in daily routines of locals from tourism activities, lack of qualified labor force in the
community and heavy dependence on outside J1 Visa workers, prevalence of low paying tourism jobs and safety and
security concerns generated by increased pressure on the police force.
The complaints we most often hear from community regarding cruise tourism are; traffic congestion, lack of information
and communication from the Port/ cruise lines (especially during delays), lack of transportation options for passengers
at both a regional and local level and lack of drop off facilities for rental cars in Galveston.
As you can see, there are several areas in which our institutional missions support one another and the proposed plan, if
leveraged to the mutual benefit of both the cruise industry and community, can significantly progress this
agenda. There are also several areas that if appropriately planned can limit negative impacts on the surrounding
community.
Impacts or Indicators.
We track consolidated occupancy and rates for the destination by day, month and year over year. (STR_DATA)
Occupancy rates for the island show robust weekend, holiday and summer rates and occupancy. As a matter of fact, we
lead the State in occupancy and rate during the summer season. Overall HOT growth (which has doubled over the past 7
years) is attributed to getting higher ADR (average daily rates), as opposed to adding supply. In our estimation the
added demand for weekend, short stay visitation given consolidation of departures on weekends will lead to a glut of
limited service, economy properties that wreak havoc on our meetings, convention and leisure markets. (See attached
Galveston Daily News article ) Local “need times” are midweek and winter. As far as I could discern from the ppt
presentation, there is an alignment of interest for the winter business where Caribbean cruises are at their peak, and we
need rooms.
Annually the Park Board commissions a third party economic impact study of tourism (3 years studies are contained
here and the full reports are ) on Galveston island and we track these datapoints to gauge marketing efforts and identify
means by which to increase tourism’s contribution. According to the annual numbers, cruise visitation is increasing
exponentially, while cruise spending is not. According to the attached economic data, an overnight visitor generates
$110/ day, a day tripper generates $54 and a cruiser (who fall in both categories) averages $67.00 per trip. These
expenses represent only visitor spend and not tax contributions. Tax contributions are highest for overnight stays (HOT,
Beverage, Sales), while day trippers are limited to (Sales, Beverage). We will continue to track these value indicators
and would like an opportunity to speak with you and the consultants about how to move the arrow in the positive
direction‐ where cruise passengers are increasing along with cruise spend.
2

Backward linkages into the community. The economic impact study also validates for us the amount of ‘backward
linkages’ into our community through secondary spends by hotels, restaurants and other service providers. This is
another indicator that the cruise industry has put forward as a positive contribution to our community and should be
monitored to evaluate actual impact. Much of the revenues generated to the port is by passengers, or the service
providers who support them (hotels, transportation companies, parking). This indicator should represent contributions
by the cruise sector to the local economy (food, beverage, retail, flowers, linens, pilots, tugs, etc.)
Length of Stay (GalvestonCruiseAnalysis‐V3), origin markets and in‐destination visitation are indicators we look at
also. We work to bring visitors from farther markets with the understanding they will stay longer in market. We collect
information through an (expensive and) sophisticated software that tracks location data of visitors on the island and
connects it to home market accounts. According to the attached report, we know 1.) cruise visitors currently come from
Houston (our largest origin market and a direct competitor to local hotel stays), the second largest market share for
cruising is Dallas (20%), followed by San Antonio (7%) and Austin (5%), 2.) a typical cruise passenger in terminal 1,
spends an average of 18.4 hours at the terminal and 15.6 hrs in the destination (including both embarkation and
debarkation), 3.) from terminal 1, 38% visit downtown whereas from terminal 2, only 24.5% visit downtown and 4.) of
the top 15 DMAs visiting the Port, passengers who stay in market the longest are Los Angeles, Kansas City and Tulsa, OH.
Marketing Efforts
The CVB has worked in partnership with the Port since the arrival of the first cruise. As indicated in the attached
presentation, we place direct advertisement in cruise publications, we cultivate press trips and earn national media
coverage for cruising out of Galveston, we engage with travel agents to promote the sale of Galveston and support local
branding efforts to familiarize passengers with Galveston. As indicated by both the consultants and by local businesses
in the feedback sessions, the cruise lines do not encourage exploration of the destination or local spend. This is
manifested in the lack of communications and information provided locally (as in the case of fog delays), the lack of
engagement in placing locally offered excursions on cruise company sites, the prohibition of branding materials inside
the terminals and the reluctance to share passenger information related to origin markets.
The Port has facilitated some actions, but minimal effort has been exerted to influence the cruise lines or passenger
behavior with an aim of increasing on‐island spend. Threshold opportunities to influence the existing flow of
passengers are still pendant, such as the harvesting of email addresses from passengers signing on to free WIFI,
providing transportation to downtown and the insisting that the cruise lines share information during fog delays or turn
arounds. In general, we believe the position of the Port must broaden to embrace and insist on measures which will
build on the Port’s contribution to the community by forcing the cruise lines to adapt to business here. Just as Royal
Caribbean has elected to invest in the construction of a terminal, which is a new approach for RC, they must be
challenged to take a new approach on allowing for and encouraging exploration of the local destination.
More sophisticated marketing efforts can be undertaken once true engagement has been achieved, but previous CVB
recommendations have included;






Development and award of incentives program through a “Galveston Certified Cruise Travel Agent” which
provides product for travel agents and financially rewards significant booking agents,
Cooperative marketing campaigns for out of state markets,
Communicate destination opportunities to cruise passengers once they book their travel, but before arriving in
destination,
Established transfer routes for parking shuttles to tour passengers and highlight historic downtown,
Pre‐packaged group and individual shore excursion offered on the cruise company websites (previously they
have bridge late departures for post cruises, but we believe the pre‐cruise experience is a more viable
opportunity),

Design Ideas
3

Much can be done by design to encourage exploration of the destination.
Some of the ideas previously discussed, include;






“Drop & Shop”, for interested passengers arriving early, an ability to leave their car and luggage safely stowed in
order to browse historic downtown,
Increased availability of airport transfers on non‐cruise days.
Improved design for drop off and pick up (current patterns have hotel shuttles circulating and repaying for
entrance fees),
External circulator routes for shuttles to move passengers to Pier 21 and downtown and increased trolley service
on cruise days,
Visitors center.

Based on the international experience of BA & Partners, I believe that if challenged they can bring to the table lots of
innovative ideas to maximize the economic impact of cruise business to Galveston.
Again, congratulations on reaching this initial milestone in the development of vision for the Port. We are keenly
interested in your efforts as it represents the single largest investment that our community will make in tourism for the
next several years. We look forward to working together.
On Tuesday, March 26th, the Trustees will be discussing the plan with the purpose of asking the Tourism Development
Advisory Committee (of which Mr. O’Rourke is a member) to provide input from tourism stakeholders. We would be
pleased if you or one of your executive team members could join us to guide the discussion. The Committee meets on
Tuesday, April 16th at 9:00 a.m. here at the Park Board. Ms. Melody Smith will be developing the agenda, please confirm
your participation with her.
Kind regards,
Kelly
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The Economic Impact of
Tourism on Galveston
Island, Texas
2017 Analysis

Prepared for:

Key trends in 2017
⚫ Galveston Island’s visitor volume expanded 8.2% in 2017, driven
in part by expanding cruise visitors. The additional cruise visitors
accounted for about a percentage point of the overall growth.
⚫ After seven years of expansion, total visitor volume again reached
a new peak in 2017 at just under 7.0 million visitors. The spending
associated with these visitors also increased in 2017 and is driving
significant local economic impacts.
Visitor Volume Trends
Thousands
Cruise Passengers
% change

Total Visitors
% change

2010
435

2011
459

2012
604

2013
605

2014
642

2015
837

2016
877

2017
934

10.1

5.7

31.5

0.1

6.1

30.5

4.7

6.5

5,020

5,437

5,697

5,823

6,026

6,409

6,466

6,998

11.3

8.3

4.8

2.2

3.5

6.4

0.9

8.2

Sources: Port of Galveston, Tourism Economics
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Key trends in 2017
⚫ Cruise passengers increased
6.5% in 2017.
⚫ At 934,000, embarkations are 51%
higher than the 2006 peak of
617,000.
⚫ The Port of Galveston maintains
its ranking as the fourth largest
home port in the US when
measured by embarkations.
⚫ Cruise activity generated $60.8
million in passenger on-shore
spending, and another $19.3
million in services provided at the
port in 2017.
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Cruise Passengers and On-Shore Spending
1,000

Embarking passengers, ths, (L)
On-shore spending, mils, (R)
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Sources: Port of Galveston, CLIA, Tourism Economics

Composition of visitor spending
Visitor Spending by Category

⚫ Visitors spent $195 million on
lodging, $193 million on food
and beverages, and $165
million on retail shopping in
2017.

$ millions
250
200

2016
$195

2017

$193
$165
$146

150
100

$60

$56

50
$19

0
Lodging

Food

Retail

Source: Tourism Economics
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Rec

Trans

Second Cruise
homes (at Port)

⚫ The value of second home
accommodations tallied $56
million.
⚫ Cruise-related spending at The
Port of Galveston totaled $19
million, including parking, ship
fees, and water, porter, security,
and utilities services. Cruise
passengers’ on-shore spending
tallied $60.8 million.

Composition of visitor spending
⚫ Visitor spending increased 6.9% and reached a new peak in 2017.
⚫ Growth in visitor spending was led by the lodging, retail, and food and
beverage sectors.

Visitor Spending By Category
(US$ Million)
2013
Lodging
Food and Beverage
Retail
Recreation
Transportation
Second homes
Cruise (at Port)
Total
% change
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2014

2015

2016

2017

155.7
159.9
132.8
123.0
60.1
43.7
12.0
687.2

166.7
165.6
140.7
130.4
60.6
46.0
13.2
723.3

173.9
179.3
151.6
138.9
58.6
45.6
18.1
765.9

175.7
183.7
151.8
140.8
56.7
52.0
19.1
779.7

194.9
192.8
165.1
146.3
59.8
55.5
19.3
833.7

5.0%

5.3%

5.9%

1.8%

6.9%

2016-17
% ch
11.0%
4.9%
8.8%
3.9%
5.5%
6.8%
1.1%
6.9%

For more information:
info@tourismeconomics.com
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Agenda Item VIII: Consider Programs and Activities related to Tourism Promotion and Management that
the Park Board of Trustees should Actively Engage with Vision Galveston on as part of the community
Comprehensive Plan
Vision Galveston is a project enables the citizens of Galveston to define a vision for its future. They have
spent the last several months asking residents what kind of city they want Galveston to be and what we
need to do to get there.

The ultimate goal is to present the framework, highlight work being done on the island in
specific areas, and illustrate how the plan proposes new concepts, increased collaboration, and
aims to enhance existing entities already working on key strategic projects.
This nine-month project is initiated and funded by the Galveston Roundtable of Foundations and led by
a representative Steering Committee. Chief Peter Davis sits on the Steering Committee in
representation of the Park Board.
Currently, there are 5 strategic areas defined for action;
1.
2.
3.
4.

A Historic Walkable Gulf Coast City Embedded in Nature
A Knowledge Center for Coastal Resilience Action and Innovation
A Great Place to Visit, Because it’s a Great Place to Live.
A Place Where Residents Can Find Quality Jobs, and Where all Workers Can Find Quality Places
to Live
5. A City that is Valued for its Contributions to the Houston Region, the State of Texas and the
Nation.
Each strategic area has items listed below that generally categorizes thoughts and recommendations for
that category.
The Board would like TDAC to review the items and provide feedback on;
•
•
•
•

Areas of synergy or areas where the Park Board is already working and would like to be a
strategic partner,
Areas of synergy where the Park Board is not currently working, but would like to be considered
a partner,
Areas of support where the Park Board is not currently working, will not be a leader but could be
a supporting partner,
Areas that have not been addressed but are considered by TDAC to be important in the
longterm vision of Galveston.

Attached is the full document of Statements and Recommendations for consideration.

